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UBICACIÓNLOCATION

Mirasal Residence is located in the municipality of Torrevieja. Torrevieja

is located in the southeast of the Iberian Peninsula. South of the

province of Alicante and the Costa Blanca, it is situated inside the

Valencian Community. Torrevieja enjoys one of the best climates in the

world, with an average annual temperature of 18 degrees Celsius and

with more than 3,000 hours of sunshine each year.España - Spain

ACCESS

Alicante .......................................................................................................... 55km

Altet Airport (Alicante) ............................................................................... 45km

AP-7 motorway, Exit Torrevieja

N-340 and N-332 roads, which connect the city with other nearby tourist towns

Rail connection: Alicante train station (50km) / Murcia train station (70km)

Bus connections to a wide variety of Spanish cities.

Sea connections: Port of Alicante and Port of Cartagena (Murcia)

Valencia ......................................................................................................... 215km

Manises Airport (Valencia) ......................................................................... 223km

Torrevieja

Alicante

Valencia

DISTANCES

Murcia ............................................................................................................. 70km
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Torrevieja is a Mediterranean city, with both a

privileged location and unbeatable weather

conditions. A city of sunshine, parks, beaches,

attractive leisure activities, rich culture and

sport. Torrevieja has managed to keep a strong

hold of its local traditions while propelling

itself towards progress and modern life. It is a

city to visit, to get to know, to return to, and to

live in. In Torrevieja quality of living is second

to none.

 

In the early 19th century, there was only a

watch tower (the old tower) and a few houses

at the current site. The further development of

the city dates from the end of this same

century, and can be linked to its status as an

important port for the export of both salt and

fruit and vegetable products from the Vega

Baja of the Segura river.

 

 

 

TORREVIEJA

ENVIRONMENT
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A city completely open to the sea, without

whose influence the history and life of this city

would be incomparable. The coastal strip is full

of avant-garde promenades and is home to

many beaches and coves. During any time of

the year you’ll find places to walk, to enjoy a

swim, and to have a variety of once in a life-

time experiences.

 

More than half of the territory of Torrevieja is

protected as a natural reserve. The Natural Park

of the Lagunas de La Mata and Torrevieja, is a

paradise for lovers of flora and fauna, with

numerous protected species. It is also here

where the ancient salt extraction processes are

still carried out.

 

 

 

 

SUN,  SEA  AND NATURE
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Torrevieja has a lot to offer in terms of sport.

And with the advantage of its fantastic climate

and natural environment, it’s the ideal place for

practicing any sport 365 days a year.

 

Within easy reach of the Mirasal Residence,

fans of golf can find up to 7 different courses.

As well as golf there are fantastic opportunities

for horse-riding.

 

The Port of Torrevieja is home to 3 marinas

dedicated to sports, a true paradise for lovers

of the sailing and nautical world. You can

choose from different activities such as open-

sea excursions to marine reserves, sailing and

diving courses, underwater immersions, sport

fishing, windsurfing and much more.

 

 

 

 

SPORT
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Gastronomically Torrevieja is characterized by

its quality, reflected both through its dishes

and its hospitality sector, with exceptional

service and high standards.

 

Furthermore, Mediterranean cuisine is based on

a diverse range of products sourced from both

the sea and its nearby farms and gardens,

specifically the rich and famous ‘Huerta del

Bajo Segura’. It is a cuisine that is well

balanced and rich in flavour, perfectly

combining meat and fish with vegetables

through many different recipes.

 

The staple of Torrevieja's cuisine is fish,

typified through its well-known ‘caldero’: a

type of rice dish made with the highest quality

fish stock.

 

 

 

GASTRONOMY
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A multicultural city, open to the world, both

welcoming and cosmopolitan. Torrevieja is

simply vibrant. A place of emotion, where you

have the opportunity to experience unique

cultural events (concerts, theatre, musicals,

exhibitions, conferences, museums, ...) as well

as traditional festivals and many other

celebrations throughout the year. Unique

experiences that, together with a complete

range of leisure activities, guarantee an

unforgettable time.

 

Torrevieja offers an infinity of options for

shopping. The urban centre is ideal for leisure

shopping, with a diverse and complete range

of businesses and brands. On top of this you

can also count on a more shopping centres

throughout the city.

 

 

 

CULTURE  AND LE ISURE
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THE COMPLEX
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THE COMPLEX

A short distance from the old town of

Torrevieja, you arrive at this wonderful complex

where luxury, privacy and spaciously designed

homes combine to create an elegant and

harmonious environment.

 

Along with the perfect climate, you have the

sun, the mountains, and beautiful views of the

Laguna Rosada de Torrevieja to enjoy from your

new home.
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HOMES
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67 exclusive homes

 

2 - 3 bedrooms

 

Terrace and / or private garden

 

Private solarium

 

Community garden and pool

 

Garage and storage room  

HOMES FROM 160M2 2
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MEMORIA DE CALIDADES

KITCHEN
Tall column cabinets and under-counter cabinets with door fronts and drawers, finished with white lacquer. Doors and drawers equipped with automatic closing
mechanisms. Compact white quartz kitchen countertop with stainless-steel sink at counter level. Kitchen with availability for integrated refrigerator and dishwasher.
Specific area for washer and tumble dryer.
 
BATHROOMS
White glass porcelain sinks. Shower tray fitted flush to the floor with integrated glass partition. White glass porcelain toilets with flush cistern.The intended faucets
are top quality single-tap mixers and rain-effect sprinkler shower heads. Mechanical air filter system for ventilation.
 

INTERIOR CARPENTRY

40 mm thick, wall-flush interior doors with double MDF panels, with top quality fittings and stainless steel handles. White lacquered finish. Wardrobe unit with 19 mm
MDF doors lacquered in white and interior structure of 19 mm chipboard veneered in melanin.
 
EXTERNAL FRAMES, FITTINGS AND CARPENTRY
Exterior frames in naturally coloured anodized aluminium, consisting of sliding panes and CLIMALIT type double glazing or similar.Lacquered aluminium roller
shutters in bedrooms.45/50 mm thick wooden front doors, with secure locking systems, top quality fittings and stainless-steel handles, finished in white lacquer.
 
PLUMBING AND SANITATION
Production of domestic hot water (DHW) using aerothermal technology compliant with current regulations. Interior plumbing installed in the home with PEX-AL-PEX
multilayer pipes.
 
AIR CONDITIONING
Hot and cold air conditioning is pre-installed through ducts in the living room and bedrooms.
 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Television connections in living room, bedrooms, terrace and solarium. Telephone sockets in living room and master bedroom. Fibre optic broadband access points
in living room and bedrooms.Installation of completely free television reception equipment in the following languages: Spanish, Russian, French, English and German
with HD digital satellite receivers in each home.In addition, the service includes the possibility of signing up to an additional network of channels in English and
Scandinavian languages.
 
POOL
Infinity pool with Jacuzzi and separate children's area. Total surface area of approximately 200 m² with a tiled finish and interior lighting. Beach area with paved
surface as well as lawn and garden area.
 
 





Samaguil is a development company founded in 1985 that aims

to combine the best experience in project design, management

and construction with a profound understanding of the market,

in order to offer the most efficient services for our clients.

 

Equipped with the most advanced technological resources,

Samaguil is made up of a highly qualified human team, capable

of comprehensive and rigorous problem solving, whatever the

requirement of our client.
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ABOUT US


